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Growing Up In Bandera

By Glenn Clark
Special to the Prophet

Tales about the original Bandera Bass Club can range from funny all the 
way to totally unbelievable. Stories about Gizzardmouth Nelson and 
some other early friends as told by Curley "The Toad" D'Spain were part 
of the entertainment. Most of us probably collected enough "Toadisms" 
over the years to fill a book and a good bit would involve fishing.
Remembering cold nights when camping out brings thoughts of trying to 
get close enough to the campfire without catching our sleeping bags on 
fire. Roughing it always meant dealing with fire ants and mosquitoes on 
warmer nights. The Toad had a reaction one evening when he was stung 
by fire ants. Lucky for him our resident pill pusher (licensed pharmacist) 
Jim Pollock had some Benadryl on hand in his motorhome to save the 
day.
An early years tournament campout at Canyon Lake in an undeveloped 
part of the park brings to mind my friend Tommy Miller with his 
chainsaw. We needed firewood and he was going to work on a dead tree 
he had found. I had a jeep at that time and we decided to pull the entire 
tree to camp rather than hauling it in pieces. Bear in mind that this better 
idea was probably inspired by adding some Lone Star Beer logic to the 
thought process.  
My regular fishing buddy Gerald "Chief" Robison still talks about that 
particular trip and recalls waking early on Saturday morning wondering 
how everyone sleeping near and almost in the fire were able to avoid 
going up in flames. He also noted that there were about four other 
groups camping in that remote area when we arrived on Friday 
afternoon. Shortly after our arrival he noted they began to slowly 



disappear and the last one had pulled up stakes and left shortly before 
dark. Luckily they didn't have park rangers at that time.
Our total disregard for weather forecasts led to fishing and freezing on 
Lake Calavares when the temperature dipped to near 20 degrees one 
morning. Another time Johnny Cardenas and I had to spend a rough 
sleepless night in my Jeep CJ-5 at Canyon Lake during a severe 
thunderstorm. High winds and big waves seemed to always greet us on 
Lake Amistad and Falcon Lake.
Flashlight Hole on Lake Amistad and Elephant's Butt on Medina Lake 
were nicknames given to places where something notable had happened. 
 Ol' Darrell's Hole was named because of a commotion and yelling in a 
boat near where I was fishing with my partner below Turks Head on 
Medina Lake. "Let's all act like fools to take some of the pressure off of 
Ol' Darrell" was the exact quote we heard.
My lifelong fishing addiction was spawned on the banks of the Medina 
River while Growing Up In Bandera. You might say the Bandera Bass 
Club years helped hone my skills. For sure it gave me lots of fond 
memories along with a few stories that will forever be untold.
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